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Pocket Watch  

By Citlali Benavides  

 I was taken to a place that I had never seen before by a person I must not name. I was 

dead for some time, but I just do not know how long. I was brought back to life by a man I did 

not know. Soon after my revival I saw some children; they looked very delighted to see me well. 

I am very happy that these children found me. I really hope that these children will be my 

happily ever after.



Jem’s Torn Pants 

By Elijah Camacho  

 I hung there in the night, peacefully and quietly, waiting for someone to get me off this 

fence. I have a hole in me, and I want it sewn back together. Just as I was hanging there someone 

snagged me off the fence. Who could it be? What were they doing out in the middle of the night? 

When they put me back on the fence, I was sewed, but why did they put me back on the fence?



Soap Figurine 

By Kendall Clauss 

 I lay ready to be used, ready to be immersed in water, and ready to have a purpose. 

Rather than lay in a cabinet, someone's warm hand surrounds me. I am ready, but he takes out a 

silver object that tickles. He shaves through me gently paying close attention to detail. I get set 

down and admired, then it's dark.



The Spelling Bee Medal 

By Daniela Gaither  

 I had been placed on a human who had won something for spelling. It has been more than 

two decades. I do not even remember for whom or why I was placed upon the person. I am so 

old that my center does not wink at the light anymore, it absorbs it more now. I had been lost for 

so many years, and finally someone found me and thought I was garbage. They put me in the 

knot of a tree, and these two heroes found me. I could never repay them for finding me. 



Carved Soap 

   By Julianna Galindo 

        I was unpackaged and then set down for a few hours. At first I thought I was made for nothing, my 

life was so boring. All of a sudden a man picked me up and started slicing me like a carrot. It hurt, and I 

even started screaming, but he wouldn't stop. I couldn't tell what he was doing. The next day after 

everything was over, he picked me up again and anxiety instantly consumed me, but instead he took me to 

a big green object. Later I heard Jem and Scout say, “Look what's in the tree today, it's soap.” I got it! I 

am in a tree, and I'm soap? They picked me up and but me in their pocket. I was so hot, I felt like a 

melting snowman! I wondered what they were going to do to me next.



The Pocket Watch 

By Noah Garcia 

 I would lay paralyzed in the pocket of Nathan Radley. As Mr. Radley pulled me out of his 

pocket, I felt like I was no longer able to do anything. Mr. Radley tried to fix me, but he was not 

successful. I would lay useless in a drawer as I could no longer feel anything. One day, I felt a 

hand grip my sides and put me in what I believed to be the inside of a tree. I lay there for what 

felt like ages until I felt a small hand pick me up and take me to another drawer. The next day I 

was used again for the first time in while, it felt amazing.



The Light 
          

By Isabella Perez 

 I opened my eyes, and I was in a square box. A light shone onto my face as I heard water 

running. I felt a cold touch as I entered a steamy air, where I felt the water run down my body. I 

felt tension against something smooth. I started fading away, and particles of myself were on the 

tile floor. I heard the water turn off, where out of nowhere I was set onto a cold tile.



Carved Soap Figures 

By Afren Rajendra 

 I lay there shouting in pain as a person stabs me and tries to mold me into something else. 

I wanted to jump and run away from this tormenting beast. Not being able to handle it anymore, I 

relaxed and went to sleep. I was sleeping heavily and dreaming until I awoke to the sound of two 

humans. They looked surprised to see me and whispered to each other. The slightly smaller one 

in size with longer hair, a girl, I believe, looked more afraid than the bigger one. After 

comforting the smaller human, the bigger one, a boy, carefully, though still shaking, took me and, 

as if I were fragile, put me delicately in his pocket. Feeling tired and exhausted, I drifted into the 

land of dreams.




Sewn Pants 

By Vannessa Rios 

 Usually I am always on Jem Finch. When I am not with him, I am neatly put away at 

home. Today was different, totally new. At first I felt the running, Jem seemed in a rush. Then, all 

of the sudden he stopped and began to take me off, and I feel I am ripped, my biggest fear. I 

think, “What is he doing?” now is not the place. He gets up and runs, leaving me attached to 

some fence. It was unbelievable! How could he leave me? Quite the time goes by, and I find 

myself being poked at by an unfamiliar face. I was very uncomfortable because it was not a 

pleasant feeling. After this unfamiliar face is done poking at me, the figure decides to put me 

back outside all alone. I am now all patched, all back together! Oh boy, this is good! I feel myself 

folded over the fence, and Jem has come back for me. 



Jem’s Sewn Pants 

By Joseph Spicer 

 All was going well until I got cut open on a fence. My owner heard gunshots and sprinted 

off without me. He pretended he was playing strip poker so nobody would know he broke into 

his neighbor’s lawn. When his neighbor saw me on his fence, he took me inside and stitched my 

wounds together. Then he put me back on the fence where my owner found me once again.



Jem's Sewn Pants 

By Martina Tanjuatco  

 As I lay trapped in the guarded arms of metal soldiers, my side had a huge tear. I awaited 

for Jem to return, but he never did. Instead, I was approached by Boo Radley. Mr. Radley pulled 

my arms and strangled my feet to get me lose. With a sharp knife and a ribbon on top, he pierced 

it threw me to put me back together not like any woman would, but all crooked and messy. As he 

finished, he put me to rest right beside the metal soldiers that once trapped me before.


